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ABSTRACT
Rhineland Exit?*
We argue in favour of the shareholder model of the firm for three main reasons. First, serving
multiple stakeholders leads to ill-defined property rights. What sounds like a fair compromise
between stakeholders can easily evolve in a permanent struggle between the stakeholders
about the ultimate goal of the company. In many cases, the vague Rhineland principles no
longer offer much protection to workers. Second, giving workers a claim on the surplus of the
firm raises the cost of capital for investments in jobs, which harms the position of job seekers,
including new entrants to the labour market. Third, and most importantly, making
shareholders the ultimate owner of the firm provides the best possible diversification of firmspecific risks. Whereas globalisation has increased firm-specific risk by intensifying
competition, globalisation of capital markets has also greatly increased the scope for
diversification of firm-specific risk. Diversification of this risk on the capital market is an
efficient form of social insurance. Reducing the claims of workers on the surplus of the firm
can be seen as the next step in the emancipation of workers. Workers derive their security
not from the firm that employs them but from the value of their own human capital. In such a
world, global trade in corporate control, global competition and creative destruction
associated with these developments are more legitimate. Coordination in wage bargaining
and collective norms on what is proper compensation play an important role in reducing the
claim of workers on the firm’s surplus, thereby protecting workers against firm-specific risks.
Indeed, in Denmark, workers bear less firm-specific risk than workers in the United States do.
Collective action thus has an important role to play. Politicians, however, also face the
temptation to please voters and incumbent workers with short-run gains at the expense of
exposing workers to firm-specific risks and reducing job creation. This is why corporate
governance legislation that gives moral legitimacy to the claim of insiders on the surplus of
the firm is damaging. The transition from the Rhineland model (in which management serves
the interests of all stakeholders) towards the shareholder model is fraught with difficulties.
While society reaps long-run gains in efficiency, in the short run a generation of insiders has
to give up their rights without benefiting from increased job creation and higher starting
wages. Whereas the claims of older workers on the surplus of a firm may thus have some
legitimacy, younger cohorts should be denied such moral claims. These problems require
extreme political skill to solve. In particular, they may require some grandfathering provisions
or temporary explicit transfers from younger to older generations.
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1 Introduction
Harry Truman is purported to have asked for a single-handed economist. Whenever he asked
for an economist’s advice, the answer invariably would be: one the hand ..., but on the other
hand …. This is indeed how economists often reason. They think in terms of trade-offs -- for
example, equity versus efficiency, insurance versus incentives, and rules versus discretion.
The optimal policy response is almost always a combination of various sides of the trade-offs.
Extremes usually do not work that well. One should thus expect a similar response on issues
of corporate governance. Should corporate governance legislation (and in line with that
legislation: public norms on corporate behaviour) oblige the management of a company to
weigh the interests of all of its stakeholders (that is, its workers, customers, suppliers and
shareholders) equally, as is supposed to be the case in the so-called Rhineland model? Or
should the law impose on management the sole duty to pursue the interest of the shareholders,
as being the ultimate owners of the company, as is supposed to be the case in so-called the
Anglo-Saxon model? In the tradition of Harry Truman, one would expect economists to
favour the Rhineland solution, which gives all stakeholders their fair share, e.g. by giving
workers the right to nominate some board members, as in Germany. The globalisation of
capital markets and the recent surge in takeovers involving hedge funds and private equity
have given this old debate new impetus.
This paper discusses an exception to the general rule that compromises are optimal.
Indeed, we argue against the idea that management should compromise between labour and
capital. We favour instead the outcome that is envisaged by the proponents of the AngloSaxon model as a basis for an efficient organization of society: firms should maximize longrun shareholder value. At the same time, however, we maintain that the traditional focus on
corporate governance legislation is mistaken. A change in this legislation will likely be of
little help to reach the optimum. In fact, countries such as the United States and the United
Kingdom that have this type of legislation are further away from this optimum than some
other countries. In order to explain this, we take a labour economists’ perspective, and show
that proper norms regarding the way excess profits should be shared between the firm and its
workers are more important than corporate governance legislation in arriving at an efficient
organization of society.
Why is putting shareholders first the best solution? The general answer is threefold.
First, serving multiple stakeholders leads to ill-defined property rights. What sounds like a fair
compromise between stakeholders can easily evolve in a permanent struggle between the
stakeholders about the ultimate goal of the company. Second, giving the workers a claim on
the surplus of the firm raises the cost of capital for investments in jobs, which harms the
position of especially new entrants to the labour market. Third, and most importantly, making
shareholders the ultimate residual claimant provides the best possible diversification of firmspecific risks. Capital markets provide a much better device for diversifying risk than labour
markets do. Human capital cannot be fully insured, because this insurance would eliminate
the incentives for providing effort. Financial titles can be traded rather easily, which allows
investors to optimally diversify their portfolio across various firms. Whereas intensified
global competition has increased firm-specific risks, globalisation of capital markets has also
raised the scope for diversification. Only the aggregate risk that is identical for all firms and
for all countries cannot be diversified. Hence, making capital the ultimate owner ensures that
firm-specific risk is absorbed by shareholders who can diversify this risk on capital markets.
Workers then have to assume only risk on their general human capital (and even that can
perhaps be partly insured) and some non-diversifiable aggregate risk to the extent that the
aggregate wage is correlated with this risk and to the extent that they are shareholders (e.g. via
pension funds). By reducing the exposure of workers to the risks associated with international
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competition, this outcome makes globalisation of markets and the associated creative
destruction more legitimate, so that productivity growth can increase. All this is not to say that
the management of a firm should not listen its workers, and seek to please them and learn
from them, so that they feel comfortable and stay loyal to the firm and hence contribute to the
firm’s profits to the best of their ability. Our point is that the collective norms of a country
should support a system of wage setting and surplus sharing that makes the firm –and hence
its shareholders- the residual claimant.
At first sight, making capital the owner of the firm seems to amount to a massive
redistribution of income from labour to capital. As we shall discuss below, this is certainly
true in the short run. In most countries, workers collect substantial rents from their current
employer: they collect a reward that exceeds the wage they can collect on the outside labour
market. Reducing these rents raises the income share of capital at the expense of that of
labour. However, in the long run, the larger return to capital raises the attractiveness of
creating new jobs, thereby raising employment and the outside wage. In the end, workers are
better-off giving up their stake in the company’s profits, thereby creating more job openings
and raising outside wages. The option of taking a job at another, more profitable, firm
provides better social insurance than protecting a risky claim on the firm you work for
because this option does not expose the worker to firm-specific risk.
If this Utopian model is so nice, why do we observe so many Rhinelands? The answer
to this question involves again the distinction between the short run and the long run. Taking
away money from shareholders is always attractive for incumbent workers and therefore also
for politicians. Who cares about the minority of rich shareholders who live from the returns
on their investments? In the political arena, the short-run benefits of transferring resources
from rich to poor outweigh the long-run costs of raising the costs of opening new vacancies.
The discussion of Rhineland versus Utopia is therefore primarily an issue of morality and
political ideology. Utopia is sustainable only if the political ideology and rhetoric support a
long-run commitment to the position that the surplus of the firm belongs to shareholders. Any
proposal of a politician to redistribute that surplus from shareholders to workers should be
immediately discussed in public opinion as a proposal endangering the employment of future
generations. Similarly, trade unions that organize incumbent workers to demand higher wages
should be confronted with the adverse effects on the chances for outsiders to find a job. Stated
differently, collective norms should restrain the power of insiders (i.e. incumbent workers)
rather than capitalists.
Two factors are helpful in bringing about such a political ideology. First, if a large
share of corporate equity is held by domestic social investors such as pension funds, it is
easier to explain to the public why taking part of the shareholders’ returns for the sake of
labour is not helpful compared to the case in which the shareholder is a rich Arabian oil sheik.
Second, the voters must understand not only the basic principles of risk pooling through
diversification but also why incumbent workers bargaining for higher wages hurts the creation
of jobs for outsiders. This paper aims to contribute to such an understanding.
This introduction has provided the main line of the argument. The rest of the paper
elaborates on this argument. First, we provide a stylized picture of the types of risks that are
relevant in a modern real-life economy. This stylized picture allows us to lay out a Utopian
world: who should bear what type of risk, and for what reason? Section 2 addresses this issue.
Section 3 discusses the reasons why such a world might not be easy to realize. Section 4 asks
the question: which country is closest to Utopia? We focus on three prototypical economies:
Portugal, Denmark and the United States. Surprisingly, the prototypical Utopian economy
turns out to be Denmark rather than the United States. Section 5 discusses why politicians
have an inherent tendency to move away from Utopia. Employment Protection Laws (EPL)
provide a typical example of the way in which politics can affect the distribution of risks, and
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also why politicians are so prone to do so. Section 6 sketches the implications of our analysis
for corporate governance legislation. Section 7 discusses a number of open issues, some of
which require further research. Section 8 concludes by discussing the role of ideology in
handling political constraints.

2 The grand design of Utopia
At the end of the previous century, a whole army of businessmen tried to reap the benefits of
the internet. They invested effort in trying to figure out numerous new business concepts. Ten
years later, most of these efforts had failed. The stock market crashed and the internet bubble
all but fizzled out. Despite all of these failures, the largest commercial breakthroughs of this
era – Google and E-bay – were based on the internet.
This episode underlines an unavoidable feature of reality: entrepreneurship requires
risk taking. New ideas are tested all the time by investing effort and other resources. Most
ideas fail, only some succeed. This permanent state of experimentation drives productivity
growth. The question is: who should bear the risk on these investments? A large part of these
investments takes the form of workers getting a job at a particular firm and acquiring
knowledge and skills that to a greater or lesser extent are specific to the mission of the firm.
The risk on these investments can be decomposed into three types: i) individual-specific risk;
ii) firm-specific risk; and iii) aggregate risk. For each of these risk types, different rules
determine who is the best party to bear this risk in a Utopian world of optimal risk sharing.
Individual-specific risks
Individual-specific risk relates to the ability of the individual to acquire skills and the market
value of these skills. Both are unknown at the moment when the worker starts learning them.
Since the worker is risk averse, he would like to put the risk of these investments on others -for example, on the shareholders of the firm. Diversified shareholders would be happy to take
this risk because the shareholders’ risk is reasonably diversified due to the law of large
numbers: bad luck with one worker cancels against good luck with another. However, there is
a problem. Acquiring skills requires effort on the part of the worker, and this effort is not
easily observable by the firm (or by any other third party). If the worker obtains no monetary
reward for her skills, she has little incentive to spend all this effort. We thus face a trade-off:
if the firm takes all of the risk, then the worker is perfectly insured, but has no incentive to
provide effort; if the worker takes all of the risk, she has optimal incentives to provide effort,
but she is not insured at all. Here, the optimum is indeed a fair compromise: the individualspecific risk should be shared between the worker and another party -- whoever that may be.
The worker should face some incentives, the firm should offer some insurance. Offering
insurance is attractive to the firm because this reduces the expected wage bill: workers prefer
a lower risk-free payment above a risky bonus that depends on their actual productivity. This
is a so-called principal-agent problem: if information about the effort of the risk-averse agent
is imperfect in the presence of individual-specific risks, then getting the incentives right in the
relationship between a principal (the firm or shareholders) and a risk-averse agent (the
worker) yields some loss of efficiency (see Holmstrom and Milgrom, 1987).
The idea that the firm should provide partial insurance against individual-specific risk
is fine, but then, how should this insurance be organised? An answer to this question requires
that we look somewhat deeper into the nature of individual-specific risk. Though most people
consider unemployment as the main source of individual-specific risk, other factors are more
important. Unemployment spells usually last only a couple of months, which is only a small
time span from a lifetime perspective. Changes in individual wages have a much larger and
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more persistent effect on lifetime incomes (Low, Meghir and Pistaferri, 2006). In fact, an
upward or downward shock in a worker’s productivity1 today is likely to affect almost onefor-one her productivity until the date of retirement (Abowd and Card, 1989; Topel and Ward,
1992). Individual wages thus follow (almost) a geometric random walk.
This shape of an individual’s productivity profile has strong implications for the type
of insurance that a firm can provide. Since a negative shock today affects a worker’s earning
capacity from today until the date of her retirement, some form insurance by the firm implies
that the firm must cover part of that lifetime cost. One likely form this insurance takes is that
productivity shocks are not fully transmitted into the wage.2 Individuals with positive shocks
are therefore underpaid compared to their productivity, while individuals with negative
shocks are overpaid.
This insurance policy would work fine if individuals would remain employed at the
same firm forever. However, workers switch between firms, and this raises a serious problem.
Workers who experienced positive productivity shocks will find it easy to find a new job at an
equal or higher wage, since their productivity levels are way above their current wages.
However, for workers with negative shocks, the reverse holds. Hence, firms face an adverseselection problem: good workers quit, bad workers stay. Workers, on their part, face a moral
hazard problem: by firing the bad workers, the firm saves the wage subsidy to this group of
workers. We return to this issue in Section 7.
Firm-specific risks
The second type of risk, firm-specific risk, is related to the evolution of the market for the
firm’s products, the market value of its R&D, etcetera. In a modern knowledge economy, the
increased importance of innovation, creative destruction and international competition has
raised firm-specific risks. Just like individual-specific risk, firm-specific risk is characterized
by a geometric random walk (see Jovanovic, 1982).
Firm-specific risk can be well diversified on the capital market. By holding equity of a
large number of different firms whose risks are uncorrelated, shareholders can ensure that the
bad luck of one firm cancels against the good luck of another. In this way, firm-specific risk
almost “disappears”. Traditionally, the scope for diversification has been limited by the strong
home bias in the portfolios of investors. Investors tend to hold too large a share of their
investments in their home country, thereby foregoing part of the gains from diversification
(see Feldstein and Horioka, 1980 and Gordon and Bovenberg, 1996). However, the most
recent wave of globalisation of capital markets has undone most of the home bias in
portfolios, improving the scope for risk diversification (see Rajan, 2005).
Although capital markets are quite efficient in the diversification of firm-specific risk,
this diversification is not complete as far as the management of the firm is concerned. The
reason for this incompleteness is analogous to the principal-agent problem between the
management of the firm and its workers, which we came across before when discussing
individual-specific risk. The optimal contract was to assign some of the individual-specific
risk to workers, even though they are risk averse. The same applies to the relationship
between shareholders and managers. Shareholders find it hard to monitor the effort of
managers to maximize the value of their property. Hence, managers receive part of their
compensation in the form of a share in the profits. Although managers are risk averse (and

1

Empirically, we observe only the individual’s wage, not her productivity, but it is likely that both series are
similar in this regard.
2
Another form this insurance could take is for the government to impose progressive income taxation. What mix
of both types of insurance is optimal depends on the information surplus of the firm relative to the government
and on the contractibility of firm-specific investment; see the discussion below.
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therefore prefer a fixed compensation above a risky share in the profits), giving them part of
the profits is optimal because it gives these managers proper incentives.
Since the firm-specific risk can be diversified at low cost in the capital market, it does
not make much sense to assign part of it to risk-averse workers. Providing single workers with
a claim on the firm’s profits does not improve individual incentives much. An individual’s
reward should instead be tied to indicators that better measure individual performance (e.g. by
comparing individual performance with that of other workers). Hence, wages of individual
workers should not vary too much with the firm’s well being, except in small firms; in these
latter firms, the effort of each individual worker has a considerable impact on the performance
of the firm as a whole. One would like to apply the same idea of diversification on the capital
market to individual-specific risks, but the necessity of giving incentives limits the scope for
insurance of these risks.
But what about firm-specific human capital?
If the firm bears all of the firm-specific risk, does not this imply that investments in firmspecific human capital would be too low? This is not necessarily the case but depends on
whether the Hosios condition is met (see Hosios (1990)): the cost of specific investment
should be shared between the worker and the firm in the same proportion as the revenues.
From the perspective of optimal insurance, it is optimal to assign the full returns to the firm,
since the firm is able to diversify the risk on that return on capital markets. Hence, the optimal
contract allocates also the cost of investing in firm-specific human capital to the firm.3 The
same logic applies to forms of firm-specific capital other than human capital. Accordingly, in
the absence of restrictions on shifting the cost of investing in specific capital to the firm,
assigning the firm-specific risk to the firm does not impede this investment. Only if the firm
cannot observe whether or not the worker has made her contribution to this investment, is it
difficult for the firm to compensate the worker for the cost of this investment. In that case, the
firm may have to reward the worker with a share in the risky return. But for the rest, the firm
should bear as much of the cost of the specific investment as possible.
Aggregate risks
The final type of risk, aggregate risk, affects all firms in the same way. Hence, it cannot be
diversified; somebody has to bear it. A simple solution would be to let everybody share in the
aggregate risk in proportion to individual wealth. This would imply that the wage rate of
workers varies in the same way as the stock market index does. In practice, however, capital
takes a larger share of the risk than labour does, especially in the short run. We return to this
issue in the next section.
Conclusions
Let us summarize the discussion thus far. Individual-specific risk must be shared in some way
between the worker and some other party, either the firm or society as a whole. Although the
individual is risk averse, individual-specific risk cannot be fully diversified to other parties
due to the necessity of providing incentives to the individual for providing effort. Since
individual-specific risks have a permanent effect on the individual’s wage, the current firm
might be the best party to absorb some of this risk. Firm-specific risk should be fully assigned
to the holders of the firm’s equity, because they can diversify their portfolio of equity
holdings at low cost on the capital market. By implication, firms should pay the largest
possible share of firm-specific capital. In this way, firm-specific risks “disappear”. This
“disappearance” of the firm-specific component in society’s risk is an important contribution
3

In fact, this conclusion is reminiscent of the old normative rule of Gary Becker in that the cost of general
human capital should be born by the worker while the cost of specific human capital should be born by the firm.
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to Utopia’s optimal insurance system. Finally, aggregate risk cannot be diversified, since
everyone is hit in the same way. This risk must therefore be distributed in some way between
all agents in the economy.

3 Blockades on the way to Utopia
Would a decentralized society end up with an efficient assignment of the various components
of risk to workers and shareholders? Or are there reasons to suspect that some components
end up in the wrong hands?
Individual-specific risks
With respect to individual-specific risk, the firm and the worker have optimal incentives to
work out a proper contract. If the firm provides too much insurance to the worker, so that the
worker has too little incentive to provide effort, the firm’s productivity will be low resulting
in high costs per unit of output. The other way around, if the firm provides too little insurance,
the worker will demand a high wage as compensation for the risk she is forced to take.
Productivity is high, but wage costs are even higher, so that again cost per unit of output will
be high. The optimal contract strikes a balance between these two, and the worker and the
firm have a joint interest in ending up in that optimum.
Firm-specific risks
The problems arise with firm-specific risk. The optimal contract assigns both the full cost of
specific investment and the full return, and hence all firm-specific risk, to capital because the
holders of equity can easily diversify that risk on the capital market. Shareholders are thus the
residual risk bearers. This contract, however, will not be easy to implement in practice for two
reasons. The first reason involves the ability of the worker and the firm to shift the costs of
specific investment at will from the worker to the firm. To the extent that the workers’ share
in these investments is not fully observable, and hence difficult to contract on, workers have
to bear part of the cost themselves. In that case, the worker and the firm face a classic tradeoff between insurance and incentives, like in the principal-agent problem: assigning a risky
return to workers implies that workers face optimal incentives for specific investments but are
not optimally insured.
The second reason why it is difficult to implement the optimal contract involves the
ability of workers to credibly commit to not claiming part of the surplus in the future. To
understand the problem, we should explore what it means for workers to share in the firmspecific risk. In particular, it implies that workers enjoy part of the excess profits if the firm
performs better than expected. If, in contrast, shareholders would bear all risk, workers would
not get anything of the upside. In practice, however, this outcome is unlikely to materialize,
regardless of what has been negotiated in the ex ante contract. The de facto bargaining power
of the incumbent workforce is such that they can capture part of the larger profits. To prevent
the claim of current workers on the surplus, the firm could use the threat of hiring
replacements for the incumbents. This threat, however, is hardly credible, for the incumbents
have to cooperate in teaching the replacements the intricacies of the firm’s production process
(see Lindbeck and Snower, 1990). Obviously, both problems are related: to the extent that the
workers cannot commit to exploit their bargaining power in the future, it is optimal to assign a
greater share of the cost of firm-specific investments to workers today, as required by the
Hosios condition.
One might think that this commitment problem also has a downside: if the firm faces
losses, it can use its bargaining power to impose some of these losses on workers by
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threatening them with lay-offs in case they do not agree. In Utopia, however, this strategy of
the firm will not work, since firms bear the full cost of the specific investment and should
therefore get the full profit. If the firm would reduce wages following an adverse shock, its
workers would quit and take a job in another firm. Hence, in Utopia, the relationship between
the worker and the firm is asymmetric: the worker can try to claim a higher wage in case of
excess profits, but the firm cannot try to shift part of the excess losses to its workers, since
they will simply execute their option to quit. This asymmetry is the logical consequence of
assigning all firm-specific risk to the firm. It is at the heart of the stability problem of Utopia:
incumbent workers can only gain and the firm can only lose from renegotiating the contract.
The Utopian outcome seems therefore to contradict the interest of workers. Even
though the firm-specific risk is a risky return, it is a positive return. Not sharing in that return
thus seems just another way of relinquishing part of the remuneration. Although this may
indeed be true ex post (after a worker has been employed by the firm), it is not true ex ante
(before being hired). Firms invest in new jobs to maximize profits. The expected return on the
investment in the marginal job must be sufficient to offset the costs of the investment.
Expected returns are a weighted average of the return in good and bad states of the world. If
workers are expected to capture part of the profits in good states, the expected return on the
investment will be lower so that fewer jobs will be created. Since firms create fewer jobs, the
demand for labour will be lower, as will starting wages. In a global capital market, where the
supply of capital is almost infinitely elastic, this adverse effect on starting wages more than
offsets the expected positive effect on wages of capturing part of the profits in a steady-state
equilibrium.
A more detailed analysis of insider power: the return to seniority
Most analyses of insider-outsider problems distinguish only between employed insiders and
unemployed outsiders. However, in practice, insider power varies significantly not only
between workers and the unemployed, but also between workers with various degrees of
seniority. In particular, in an insider-outsider society, senior workers obtain a far greater share
in the firm’s rents than do workers who have been recently hired. A simple model developed
by Kuhn (1988) and Kuhn and Roberts (1989) -- and recently elaborated on by Buhai et.al.
(2007) -- allows a better understanding of how incumbents can exploit their bargaining power
to the detriment of new hires.
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As a point of reference, Panel A of Figure 1 depicts the standard model of a firm’s demand for
labour. The horizontal line represents the market wage, while the downward-sloping line
stands for the firm’s labour-demand curve. The latter line corresponds to the firm’s marginal
revenue of hiring an additional worker, given the current employment level of the firm.
Indeed, in a competitive labour market, the market wage is equal to the firm’s marginal cost
of hiring an additional worker. A profit-maximizing firm equates marginal revenue and
marginal cost, so that employment is set at the level where labour demand crosses the market
wage. The firm’s profit is then equal to the shaded triangle between the labour demand curve
and the market wage. Panel B shows what happens if a union manages to raise all wages
above the market wage. Since the marginal cost of labour goes up, employment and profits
fall, which results in involuntary unemployment. Hence, the union’s policy favours employed
insiders by raising their wage, at the expense of the firm’s profits and of unemployed
outsiders.
Panel C shows a more elaborate scheme for labour to capture part of the profits, which
avoids the negative effects on employment that were visible in Panel B, where the union
raised market wages across the board. Workers impose upon the firm a sequence by which
workers must be laid off: the most senior workers with the longest tenure should be fired last
of all, and the worker hired most recently should be fired first (LIFO: Last In, First Out). In
Panel C, workers are ordered according to their seniority, with the most senior workers on the
left. With sufficient bargaining power, workers can require the firm to differentiate wages
according to workers’ seniority, paying higher wages to more senior workers. The wage
policy line in Panel C shows how wages vary between seniority levels. A profit-maximizing
firm sets employment at the point where the wage policy line intersects the labour demand
curve. Even though the wages of the more senior workers exceed the marginal productivity of
workers so that firing these workers would raise profits, the firm cannot do so. The reason is
that the LIFO rule requires the firm to fire the least senior, and hence, the cheapest (and thus
most profitable) workers first. Hence, it does not fire any worker at all. This policy allows
workers to capture part of the firm’s profits (the shaded area between the labour demand
curve and the wage policy line), without hurting unemployed outsiders.
Although Panels A-C are useful for a basic understanding of why excessive wage
demands of unions depress employment and how a LIFO system allows workers to capture
rents without depressing employment, these panels are not very helpful in understanding the
roles of both firm-specific investment and firm-specific risk. Panel D shows the effect of these
factors. Just as in Panel A, workers get paid the market wage, and hence, do not capture part
of the profits. Due to the risky demand for the firm’s product, the labour demand curve shifts
up or down, depending on the state of market. Consider the case where the firm pays the full
cost of firm-specific capital. It hires additional workers only when today’s marginal revenue
of an additional worker is strictly above the market wage. The surplus of marginal revenue
above the market wage serves as a compensation for the cost of investing in specific capital.
In the figure, the firm starts hiring if the marginal revenue is at the hiring point. Let the
vertical line be the firm’s current employment level, so that the firm is now at the hiring point.
Any upward shock leads to additional hiring. A small downward shock, however, does not
affect employment. Only if product market conditions depress labour demand below the
dotted curve, so that the marginal revenue of a worker falls to the firing point, does the firm
start to fire workers.4 In between the hiring and the firing points the firm neither hires nor
fires workers. Why is this the case?
The surplus of marginal revenue above wage costs implies that the firm captures quasi
rents, which provide compensation for the cost of the investment in firm-specific capital. The
4

In this discussion, we leave aside the option value of hiring and firing; see Buhai et al. (2007) for a discussion.
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firm hopes for a future rise in demand, so that the marginal worker today will become an
infra-marginal worker with higher quasi rents tomorrow. In that case, the firm realizes the
upside of the return on its investment. However, the firm runs the risk of getting the
downside, if demand falls instead of rises. Hence, as in Utopia, the firm bears the risk on the
specific investment in Panel D. The firm captures higher quasi rents for infra-marginal
workers. These higher rents are the upside on previous investments in specific capital;
demand must have been lower when these infra-marginal workers were hired because more
workers were hired from that moment on. Hence, the total of quasi-rents, the shaded area in
Panel D, corresponds to the current return of the firm on its previous investments in the
specific capital of its workforce.
Panel E shows what happens if workers impose the same LIFO rule on the firm as in
Panel C, and the firm still has to pay for the full cost of firm-specific capital. This seniority
wage profile shares the quasi rents for each worker (that is: the difference between the market
wage and the demand curve at that employment level) between the worker and the firm.
Compared to Panel D, the quasi-rents are reduced substantially. Hence, the firm obtains lower
compensation for its investments in firm-specific capital. The firm will respond to this fall in
the return by putting off hiring new workers. As a direct consequence, the distance between
the hiring and the firing points increases.5 Once hired, workers are less likely to be fired.
Hence, in a world with seniority premiums, the average job tenure of a worker increases. One
would therefore expect that in a world where the firm pays a greater share of the firm-specific
capital than the share of surplus that it receives, the distance between the hiring and firing
points is larger, and hence, the average tenure of workers will be longer, since on average it
will take a longer time before the firm’s demand function falls from the hiring to the firing
points. The greater distance between the hiring and firing points implies that the workers are
less easily relocated to more productive job opportunities. The conclusion is that the seniority
wage profile does not affect the firing policy of the firm, but it does reduce job creation and
worker relocation to more productive jobs.
To the extent that the worker and the firm can offset this excess bargaining power by
shifting part of the cost of firm-specific investment to the worker, this problem can be undone.
This implies, however, that workers bear part of the firm-specific risk. This effect cannot be
undone. Firms will invest in new jobs only if their expected profits cover their share in the
cost of specific investment. Hence, the introduction of the LIFO profile must be offset by a
fall in the market wage. Hence, comparing both situations (see Panel F), more senior workers
are better-off with a seniority profile due to their return on seniority, while the junior workers
are better-off without, due to the lower market wage as a result of less job creation. Just like
the simple union policy in Panel B, a world with seniority profiles as in Panel E favours
senior insiders above junior outsiders. From a lifetime perspective, a worker’s income is less
risky without (Panel D) than with a seniority profile (Panel E). In Panel D, workers always
enjoy the market wage. In Panel E, a worker’s lifetime income depends on whether the firm
that hires you will flourish in the future, so that it will hire new workers and you will be able
to reach a senior position, or that you remain a junior worker forever, or even worse, that you
will be laid off, and have to start all over again as a junior worker at another firm.
In fact, a world without seniority profile corresponds to Utopia from Section 2:
workers are not subject to firm-specific risks and always collect their market wage. The strong
position of senior workers in a world with seniority profiles generates resource transfers from
junior workers towards those senior workers. In other words, it involves implicit pay-as-yougo transfers from one group of workers to another. Accordingly, the key social conflict in a
modern economy is not between labour and capital, but between incumbent workers, who
5
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capture part of the surplus, and new entrants on the labour market, who rely on investments
by capital in new jobs to become employed.
The Utopian outcome in which incumbent workers do not exploit their strong
bargaining power is not easy to realize in an economy with decentralized bargaining on wage
contracts. The problem is the distinction between ex ante and ex post. Ex ante workers might
be willing to accept an agreement with a higher starting wage and to promise not to take a
share in the firm’s future profits in good states; only by accepting such an agreement can
workers induce firms to invest in a new job. But how credible is such an agreement ex post,
after the investment has been made and the firm’s investment turns out to be highly
profitable? After the firm has sunk its investments, workers are likely to see no point in giving
the firm excess profits. This time-inconsistent behaviour give rise to what economists call a
hold-up problem. Workers cannot credibly commit ex ante not to capture part of the excess
profits ex post. Decentralized bargaining in a market economy is therefore likely to assign too
much of the firm-specific risk to the worker.
Aggregate risks
What about aggregate risk? There is an extensive literature on the rigidity of wages with
respect to aggregate shocks (see e.g. Layard, Nickell, and Jackman, 1991). Wages adjust to
aggregate shocks only after a lag, implying that capital bears most of the short-run impact of
aggregate shocks. Hence, workers are well insured against these shocks in the short run.
Whereas capital markets can diversify the firm-specific risk, they cannot diversify aggregate
risk because these risks affect all parties in the same way. However, this excess short-run nondiversifiable risk imposed on capital is not the main problem. More problematic is rigidity of
relative wages, which limits the opportunities for differentiation of wages between new hires
and incumbent workers. If relative wages would be flexible, the wages for new hires would
adjust so as to generate new jobs for this group. Wage rigidity prevents this from happening.
How long does it take for wages to adjust to aggregate shocks? This differs from
country to country. The high unemployment rates in many European countries after the
adverse aggregate shocks of the oil crises of 1974 and 1979/1980 reveal that this wage rigidity
can be quite costly. Since we have little to add to this longstanding discussion, we leave it
aside in what follows.

4 Utopia versus the “real world”: the United States, Denmark and Portugal
We have identified some blockades on the way to the Utopia in which capital pays the full
cost of firm-specific capital, receives the full surplus and bears all the firm-specific risk. This
section explores how actual economies behave in this respect. Do workers indeed capture part
of the excess profits, and if so, how do they do that? We explore these questions by
comparing the labour-market outcomes in three prototypical countries: the United States,
Denmark and Portugal.
A simple and crude way to explore how different countries perform in this respect is to
estimate tenure profiles in wages: how much does your wage go up if you have a longer
tenure (keeping other things equal)? Table 1 provides an overview of the wage returns to
tenure for our three prototypical countries. Tenure profiles turn out to be much steeper in
Portugal and, especially, the United States compared to Denmark. However, this evidence on
the returns to tenure remains indicative at best. The models in Kuhn (1988) and Kuhn &
Roberts (1989) imply that wages go up with tenure (because the only way to obtain seniority
is to stay at the same employer), but a higher tenure does not lead automatically to seniority. It
also depends also on how many more senior workers retire and on how many new workers are
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hired: that is, whether or not your firm grows. Moreover, many alternative theories predict a
positive relationship between wages and tenure, so that we would like to have more
conclusive evidence.
Table 1: Returns to tenure in various countries
Country

% higher wage compared to a new hire after:
4 years of tenure
8 years of tenure
12 %
20 %
2%
3%
6%
10 %

United States*
Denmark**
Portugal**

Sources: * Teulings & Hartog (1998), ** Buhai et al. (2007), all coefficients are based on simple OLS
regression, not using corrections for selectivity

Fortunately, we can put these ideas to a more stringent test when we have data on seniority of
the worker. Wages vary not so much with the tenure of the worker, as they do with seniority
of the worker, that is, her tenure relative to the tenure of other workers in the firm. It therefore
does not matter so much whether or not you have ten years of tenure, but whether or not the
other workers have more or less tenure than you. Buhai, Portella, Van Vuuren and Teulings
(2007) tested precisely this idea for Denmark and Portugal. When no worker quits and the
firm’s employment is increased by 10% (meaning that your seniority goes up), then your
wage increases by 0.1% in Denmark and 0.2% in Portugal. Regrettably, we do not have data
on the United States for this issue. However, there is plenty of other evidence to suggest that
wages include a larger share of firm-specific (quasi) rents in countries such as the United
States, the United Kingdom and Portugal than in Scandinavian countries and countries such as
the Netherlands (see Teulings and Hartog (1998) for an overview). First, wage differentials
between industries for workers with about equal human capital are much larger for the first
group of countries than for the second, and those industry differentials in wages are strongly
correlated to the (quasi) rents of that industry, either due to its capital intensity, or to its
market power. Likewise, fluctuations in the output prices exert a much larger effect on wages
in the first group than in the second. Furthermore, an extensive literature explores the reasons
why large firms pay higher wages than small firms do. At least part of this firm-size wage
premium seems to be due to (quasi) rents. Again, the firm-size wage effect is larger in the first
group of countries than in the second. All of this evidence corroborates our claim that there
are substantial differences in the share of rents in wages across countries, with the United
States, the United Kingdom, and Portugal having a large share.
The model laid out in the previous sections implies that a higher seniority profile that
is not offset by a shift of the cost of firm-specific investment from the firm to the worker
yields a higher average job tenure. As shown in table 2, the fraction of short tenures is rather
high in the United States and Denmark, and it is low in Portugal. Hence, the difference in the
tenure distribution between the three countries suggests that Denmark and the United States
are closer to the satisfying the Hosios condition than Portugal is. Apparently, firms in the
United States are able to offset the large returns to tenure by shifting back part of the cost of
firm-specific investments to workers, while firms in Portugal have not been able to do so. We
return to this issue when discussing the role of Employment Protection Legislation in the next
section.
Table 2: Tenure distribution in various countries, 2006
Tenure in years

0-1

1-3

3-5

13

5-10

10 or more

United States*
Denmark**
Portugal**

24
24
12

12
15
11

17
13
11

21
19
22

26
29
44

Sources: * Bureau of Labour Statistics, ** OECD

This empirical evidence suggests two things. First, Utopia is hard to reach. In all countries,
workers assume some share of the firm-specific risk.6 This risk-taking benefits them in the
short run, since getting part of the profits is better than getting none. It hurts them in the long
run, however: lower profits for the firm imply lower job creation, so that the higher wages in
good states of the world are more than offset by the lower starting wage. Second, there are
substantial differences in how far various countries are away from Utopia. Denmark is closer
than Portugal and the United States. Some countries thus seem to do better in addressing the
hold-up problem. In particular, the position of the United States as a heavily decentralized
economy is remarkable. Usually, its market orientation fosters the efficient operation of
markets. In this case, however, Denmark seems to counter the hold-up problem more
effectively. The whereabouts of our Utopia is surprising. Utopia is located not in New York or
L.A., or in the endless wheat fields of Iowa, but somewhere around Copenhagen and the green
countryside of Jutland.
5 The role of politics: coordinated wage setting or employment protection?
Apparently, there are substantial institutional differences between countries that affect the
way in which workers and firms bargain. What causes these differences? Almost by necessity,
it must be related to some form of collective action. And when we talk about collective action,
it is natural to wonder about the role of politics. The outcome of bargaining processes is
highly unpredictable. Small details of the bargaining process, such as who is the first to make
an offer, can have a large impact on the final outcome. The evidence in Teulings and Hartog
(1998) suggests that collective wage bargaining reduces the impact of firm-specific risk on
wages. Collective wage contracts do not specify the wage rate for each individual worker, but
they do provide a norm for wage negotiations at the individual level. To the extent that this
norm is common to all firms, it restricts the impact of firm-specific factors. In this way,
coordination and collective action can help to move us closer to Utopia.
Most collective action requires some form of political support, but political
intervention can also easily bring us further off track. The reason for this involves the hold-up
problem and the limited capacity of politicians to commit to future policies. The ability to
commit to future policies is a crucial condition for resolving hold-up problems. In particular,
workers have to be forward-looking and aware of the gains of keeping their promises today in
terms of better future employment prospects for themselves and for future generations.
Almost by definition, politicians exhibit only a short time horizon. An election is to a
politician what market competition is to an entrepreneur: it counteracts abuse of power -monopoly power for the entrepreneur and political power for the politician. At the same time,
however, regular elections undermine the ability of politicians to commit to policies that yield
long-term gains. If voters would be forward-looking and well informed about the future
consequences of current actions, they would be more inclined to accept short-run losses in
favour of the long-term benefits of abundant job creation. However, even then, children and
future generations are not able to vote. Hence, politicians still face a strong incentive to
promote policies that yield only short-term gains, and to ignore the long-run costs for future
generations who are not included in today’s electorate. If politicians support the claim of
6
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incumbent workers on the excess profits of the firm, then incumbent workers will see their
pay go up, while the costs of reduced future employment prospects and lower wages for
marginal workers hired tomorrow are ignored. While politics can play useful role in
coordinating the action to bring us closer to Utopia, the incentives of politicians are such that
their first temptation is to carry us further away.
Employment Protection Legislation (EPL) is a perfect example of policy that caters to
this temptation. It protects insiders, while it does little to help outsiders to find a job. In terms
of the model laid out in Section 3, the effect of EPL can be undone by shifting part of the cost
of firm-specific investment from the firm to the worker. Then, EPL is a form of ex post
compensation by the firm of the cost of investment borne by the worker at the start of the
employment relation. From this perspective, the critical question is whether the amount of
EPL does not stretch too far the ability of shifting the cost of investment from the firm to the
worker, and does not imply that the worker bears an excessive amount of firm-specific risk.
Many countries have introduced some form of EPL. The form and degree of EPL differs
between countries and over time. Lay-offs may require costly legal procedures or advancenotice periods; sometimes, laid-off workers are entitled to financial compensation, which
usually varies according to age and tenure. Of the three prototypical countries, Denmark and
the United States feature almost no EPL, while Portugal has quite a lot (see Deelen, Jongen
and Visser, 2006, for an overview).
Although we were quick to claim that EPL is merely an instrument in the hands of
politicians to transfer surplus from outsiders to insiders (just as the introduction of seniority
profiles in wages), we must also ask whether EPL can play a role in insuring firm-specific
risks. In Utopia, the answer to this question is negative. Workers are paid the market wage
and firms bear all the risks on firm-specific investments. Hence, losing one’s job is not much
of a loss, since you will easily find another job at the same market wage. Accordingly, EPL is
not needed in our Utopia. This is, in fact, close to the situation in Denmark.
We now turn to Portugal, which exhibits a steep seniority profile, with a 0.2% wage
increase for every 10% increase in seniority. A senior worker thus has a lot to lose if she
would be laid off. Hence, from the perspective of the insurance of expected life time labour
income, EPL as financial compensation for being laid off seems a logical policy instrument
indeed. Usually, this financial compensation is related to the last-earned wage of the worker.
This system reduces downward flexibility in wages because the worker gives up part of her
EPL entitlement if she accepts a wage cut. Moreover, EPL strengthens the bargaining position
of workers; if the bargaining process breaks down and the worker is laid off, she can collect
EPL at the expense of the firm. This raises the wages of incumbent workers. The only way to
counteract the upward pressure on wages is a high unemployment rate exerting downward
pressure on wages (see Blanchard and Portugal, 2001). Indeed, those who are unemployed are
likely to remain so for a long period of time in view of slow job creation. EPL may thus in an
indirect way raise individual-specific risks facing younger generations.
The United States is a remarkable case. It features seniority profiles, but has almost no
EPL. Seniority profiles expose workers to more firm-specific risks: when they are laid off
because their firm is bankrupt, they usually do not receive much financial compensation.
Senior workers who are laid off lose a lot of their lifetime income. Topel (1992) shows that
more senior workers lose on average 25% of their pre-displacement earnings in the first
couple of years after displacement. The explanation for this paradox is likely to be the strong
countervailing powers in the American political system (see Persson, Roland and Tabellini,
2000). This greatly restrains the power of politicians both to impose EPL and to facilitate
central coordination in wage bargaining, which protects workers against taking firm-specific
risks.
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The great accomplishment of Denmark is to have been able to sail between Scylla and
Charibdis. On the one hand, it has generated enough collective action for setting up
institutions providing collective norms for wage bargaining such that workers do not capture
much of firm’s excess profits. On the other hand, it has succeeded in restraining politicians
from introducing EPL. Just as the theory related to Panel A of Figure 1 predicts, this outcome
yields a low unemployment rate and flat seniority profiles in wages, which takes away a
major argument for introducing EPL in the first place. In other words, strong collective norms
eliminate the temptation to introduce EPL, which is likely to be counterproductive by
worsening the hold-up problem and further steepening seniority profiles.
EPL thus give rise to a paradox. EPL is meant to act as social insurance for income
loss. At the same time, however, it generates its demand by providing a mechanism that raises
the demand for insurance by pushing up the return to seniority. The net effect is an increase in
uncertainty in that workers bear more firm-specific risk via their return to seniority and, when
they get unemployed, also more individual-specific risk, since the lower rate of job creation
reduces their chances to find a new job. Those who manage to rise in the seniority hierarchy
do well. Those who do not, in contrast, end up bumping back and forth between
unemployment and the lower strata of the seniority hierarchies, and with some bad luck, never
get out of bad jobs. Indeed, Clark and Postel-Vinay (2006) show that workers feel most
insecure about their job in those countries with the most extensive EPL. The paradox of EPL
is that it creates exactly the sentiment of job insecurity that it is meant to cure. Indeed, the
ease with which it is possible to find a new job, rather than the difficulty of being laid off
from the current job, appears to determine the sentiment of security. To illustrate, the flexible
Danish system, in which you are easily laid off but where finding a new job is as easy,
provides more security than the Portuguese system, with steep seniority profiles and strong
EPL.
EPL also harms labour mobility across firms, just as a seniority profiles do (see
Section 3). Firms offset the cost of EPL and greater bargaining power for workers it implies
by shifting the hiring point upward. This reduces worker relocation to more productive job
opportunities. Hence, EPL can be expected to harm labour productivity, especially the
productivity of elderly workers who are locked into their jobs because golden chains tie them
to their employer.7 By using differences in EPL across US states, Autor, Kerr and Kugler
(2007) find evidence for the negative effect of EPL on productivity.
6 The role of politics: Rhineland’s stakeholders or Anglo Saxon shareholders?
The rapid internationalisation of capital markets and the emergence of hedge funds and
private equity has shifted the market for corporate control dramatically during the past
decades. Particularly in Europe, where management’s corporate control has rarely been
contested, the voice of shareholders has come as an undesirable surprise. Traditionally, the
balanced weighting of the interest of all stakeholders is the formal objective function of
managers under the Rhineland regime, as laid down in Corporate Governance Legislation
(CGL). The revolution was that financial markets demanded the objective function to be
narrowed down to shareholder value. In principle, the discussion about the proper objective
function affects every management decision, but the discussion becomes particularly relevant
when there is a takeover threat. The interests of shareholders and management usually clash at
that moment. A takeover allows shareholders to realize the option-value of their control rights
-- the same control rights that the management is actually going to lose.
7
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The argument put forward this paper suggests that shareholder value is the best
solution. Since the firm is the best party to bear the firm-specific risk so that workers should
not share in the firm’s quasi rents, the only goal that management has to pursue is the creation
of shareholder value, leaving all other stakeholders with their outside option only. However,
the results discussed in Section 4 suggest that in economies that embrace the principle of
shareholder value most wholeheartedly this outcome is not realized as easily as one would
expect. Denmark seems to be closer to this outcome than the United States is. Apparently, the
legal framework for corporate governance is not the only thing that matters. How can this
paradox be explained?
The relationships between the firm’s management and its workers involve an
extremely incompletely specified contract. What type of effort workers should delivered is
hard to determine ex ante, and if it could be determined, it would be hard to specify in a
legally enforceable contract. The incompleteness of this contract demands that the
management builds up a reputation of reliability vis a vis its workers. Only the management’s
reputation can provide the workers a guarantee that the management will stand up to its
promises. This is also one of the most important roles of the firm: it is a nexus of implicit
contracts held together by the reputation of management. Reputations require long time
horizons. In many cases, a takeover is just a means to get rid of some of the firms’ obligations
vis a vis its workforce. The replacement of management implies that the commitments and
promises of the previous management are eliminated, giving a new management the
opportunity to conclude new deals. Sheifer and Summers (1988) claim that a large share of
the gain in stock market value when a firm is taken over are (quasi) rents extracted from other
stakeholders. A typical example is the airline industry, where a takeover was a means for the
airline to get rid of incompletely specified defined-benefit pension obligation towards the
airline’s retired workers. Similarly, takeovers are often used to reduce wages.
The takeover mechanism makes it more difficult for management to commit to
implicit contracts with workers and other stakeholders. In particular, the threat of a future
takeover, followed by a replacement of the current management, undermines the
management’s ability to come to an agreement on an implicit contract with its workers
because workers realize that management can be replaced at any future date by the
shareholders. This mechanism might explain why there is no unequivocal road from legal
structure of corporate governance to the ability of management to come to an agreement with
its workers to leave most of the (quasi) rent in the hands of shareholders and to pay most
investments in firm-specific capital. Without such a commitment mechanism, the various
stakeholders may pursue short-run goals at the cost of pursuing the joint interest of
maximizing the long-run value of the firm.
Since Thatcher, the United Kingdom has legislation that gives shareholders the
strongest formal power, including the right to appoint board members, and also the right to
fire them. In the United States, shareholders have fewer means to fire board members, but the
law provides the board with a single and transparent goal: maximize shareholder value.
Shareholders can go to court and put liability claims against managers who fail to do so. This
might be an effective combination: the single goal makes managers accountable, while the
protection of management against intervention by shareholders provides them the credibility
to negotiate implicit contracts with the workers. More delegation of power to management is
efficient if managers can be held accountable with respect to a clear objective: namely, the
long-term value of the firm.
Some managers applaud the Rhineland model’s balanced treatment of the interest of
all stakeholders. This may, however, be a pretext for putting their own interests above those
of shareholders. The lack of mission clarity associated with the Rhineland model makes it
harder for shareholders to delegate decisions to management and keep them accountable (see
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Tirole, 1999). The Rhineland principle of equal treatment of the interests of all stakeholders is
a clear example of an incomplete contract -- or better, of incomplete legislation. This principle
strengthens the moral legitimacy of the claims of workers on the surplus of a firm. Bertrand
and Mullanaithan (2003) show that in US firms that are protected from takeover by all kinds
of legal protection, workers enjoy a greater share in the surplus, superfluous workers are less
easily laid off, and new activities are set up at a lower rate than in other firms. This
corresponds exactly to the model laid out in Section 3. A greater share of the workers in the
(quasi) rents increases the distance between the hiring and the firing points. Moreover, it hurts
job creation and reallocation of labour to more productive job opportunities. Hence, the
Rhineland idea of firewalls against takeovers gives workers a greater share in any firmspecific surplus.8 The problem with CGL is that it may give moral legitimacy to the claim of
insiders on the surplus of the firm, thereby exposing workers to firm-specific risks and
worsening the hold-up problem.
Although giving up the moral claim on the surplus of the firm is in the long-run
interests of workers, it gives rise to difficult transitional issues. Currently older workers with
high seniority benefit from the system and need to be compensated if they lose the claims on
the firm’s surplus. Indeed, the road from Rhineland to Utopia resembles the transition path
from a pay-as-you-go pension system to a funded pension system in which the transition
generation has to pay twice, while all future generations benefit. Incumbent workers in
Rhineland are understandably concerned about the increased activity of hedge funds and
private equity. If firms are taken over, workers may lose some of their claims on the surplus
when the firm is reorganized and workers are laid off. In other words, increased international
trade in corporate control may further increase the firm-specific risks for workers in
Rhineland. Indeed, the vague Rhineland principles no longer offer very much protection to
workers. The incomplete contract gives rise to ambiguous property rights. Then, financial
innovation allowing shareholders to capture a larger part of the surplus lead to distributional
struggles. In this way, workers are saddled with even more firm-specific risk. This is an
additional reason for moving to a model with unambiguous property rights in which workers
do not derive their security from the financial stability of the firm for which they work but
from the value of their own human capital. In such a world, free international trade in
corporate control is more legitimate. The transitional issue, however, remains: senior workers
should be compensated for their implicit claims on the firm’s surplus.
One way to address the transitional issue would be to replace the implicit transfers
from young, marginal workers to older, incumbent workers by temporary, explicit transfers to
older workers. For example, the reduction of seniority premiums and EPL for older workers
could be replaced by temporary in-work tax benefits. These explicit transfers from younger to
older workers should be gradually reduced, as younger cohorts could anticipate a less steep
seniority premium by saving more and by investing in their own human capital in order to
maintain their value on the open labour market. However, the big risk of such explicit
transfers is that they will overcompensate the elderly and that they will not be of a temporary
nature, thereby aggravating what they were meant to solve.
In any case, the political rhetoric and ideology should not give legitimacy to new
claims of workers on the surplus of the firm. These implicit claims should gradually be
phased out. The flattening of seniority wage profiles is a cultural change involving collective
norms and political rhetoric. It will thus take some time. Indeed, this process of reducing the
claims of workers on the surplus of the firm can be seen as the next step in the emancipation
8
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of stakeholder rights than CGL does.
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of workers. The next phase in the emancipation of the worker is to better diversify human and
financial capital by bringing financial capital outside the firm (e.g. through pension saving),
enhancing social insurance and maintaining the value of their employability on the external
labour market. Workers derive their security not from the firm that employs them but from the
value of their own general human capital. Workers thus increasingly become responsible for
maintaining the value of their general human capital.
7 Some further issues
The previous analysis has abstracted from a number of issues that might nevertheless be
relevant when discussing the goals that a firm’s management should pursue. First, putting the
maximization of shareholder value in the driving seat raises the standard issue of the long-run
interest of the firm versus the short-run orientation of shareholders. In and of itself, holding
equity in a firm gives an investor a clear interest in the long-run prospects of the firm, since
the value of that equity is just equal to the net discounted future cash flow of the firm.
However, the great liquidity of the stock market allows shareholders to execute their exit
option without noticeable delay. This liquidity implies that shareholders can benefit from
short-run variations in the value of their equity. In particular, management that is under
pressure by a hostile takeover may be tempted to postpone long-run investments with hard-toverify returns and instead pursue policies that generate immediate revenue. In addition to the
importance of protecting the reputation of management to keep long-run promises to
stakeholders (such as workers and suppliers), this might be another reason why substantial
powers of shareholders to replace management may give rise to a short-term bias in decision
making.
A second issue that pops up in many debates on corporate governance is the tendency
of raiders to load a company with debt immediately after takeover. There are three aspects to
this phenomenon. First, loading a company with substantial debt is an effective means to put
pressure on its management to combat moral hazard. The obligation to service the debt is
equivalent to setting a minimum performance standard. If the management fails to achieve
this standard, the firm goes bankrupt and the management loses its job. This is just a variation
on the standard principal-agent model: it is likely to be an efficient contractual arrangement,
even though the firm’s management probably will not like the additional pressure and risk
that these debt obligations impose on them.
The second aspect of more debt financing is more problematic. Shareholders’ limited
liability gives them an incentive for excessive risk taking. They enjoy the upside but their
limited liability protects shareholders against large downsides. This downside risk is shifted to
the other stakeholders, in general, and to debt holders, in particular. Writing more complete
debt contracts is the remedy for this problem.
The third aspect of more debt financing is also not socially efficient. Most tax systems
give debt a favourable tax treatment compared to equity. By loading a company with debt,
raiders impose a negative externality on society in terms of lower tax collections. Reforming
the tax system by reducing the non-neutralities between debt and equity financing addresses
this issue.
Section 5 explained how EPL may burden individuals with more firm-specific risks if
workers take advantage of the additional bargaining power provided by EPL. EPL, however,
may have some desirable properties in that it provides insurance against individual-specific
risk. Section 3 discussed how the firm may want to insure individual-specific risk by paying
workers suffering from adverse productivity shocks a wage that exceeds the marginal
productivity of these workers. EPL can enforce this contract. In particular, if the firm tries to
escape paying its insurance benefit by firing the worker, EPL gives the worker a claim on the
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firm. This also explains why EPL tends to provide more generous claims when an individual
worker is fired than in case of a mass lay-off, even though in the former case “the worker may
be to blame” by featuring a low productivity level (or even outright misconduct), while in the
latter case “the firm is to blame”. In the former case, by firing the worker, the firm reveals its
information on the worker’s productivity to other firms. Hence, these other firms will be
prepared to pay only a low wage. By firing a whole group of workers as part of a mass layoff, in contrast, the firm signals to other firms that it is not the workers’ fault that they are
fired.9 Hence, these workers will more easily find another job for a reasonable wage. Gibbons
and Katz (1991) provide clear evidence for this mechanism.
The insurance of individual-specific risk provided by EPL may come at the expense of
greater exposure to firm-specific risk because EPL worsens the hold-up problem by
strengthening the bargaining position of incumbent workers. EPL as an instrument to insure
individual-specific risk should thus be complemented by strong moral norms that discourage
incumbents from using their increased bargaining power. Only in that way will workers be
prevented from capturing part of the rents of the firms, thereby exposing themselves to firmspecific risk. Hence, EPL protects workers against individual-specific risk without exposing
them to more firm-specific risk. EPL should protect workers against selection by the firm,
where the firm lays off those workers whose productivity is less than expected due to
individual-specific factors. EPL should not be an instrument for a firm’s workforce to capture
part of the firm-specific surplus.
As a way to insure individual-specific risks, EPL may give rise to other costs as well.
First of all, EPL can result in more selection of employers on the basis of observable features.
Whereas EPL can enhance insurance of non-observable productivity levels, it can hurt jobmarket opportunities for those with observable features that are negatively correlated with
productivity, thereby harming social cohesion. A related problem is that individuals are often
not responsible for their observable features (such as skin colour, sex, age), whereas they can
affect the features that are more difficult to observe (such as productivity levels). Indeed, EPL
can create moral hazard in that workers face fewer incentives to maintain their human capital.
This drawback becomes more important if non-contractible effort of workers becomes more
important in the production of human capital. Colleagues may become demoralized when they
observe that older workers are rewarded even though they do not perform well. If the costs of
EPL grow, the government might have to play a larger role in insuring individual-specific
risks -- for example, through a progressive income tax system. Since the government faces
serious moral-hazard problems in doing so, however, less insurance may be optimal.
Our analysis gives rise to a research agenda. First of all, we should estimate the returns
to seniority in various countries and investigate how they are related to labour-market and
corporate-governance institutions. Another key research issue is the relationship between EPL
and wage setting. Can labour-market institutions prevent EPL from raising the returns to
seniority? Finally, how important are firm-specific investments in human capital, and to what
extent is the cost of these investments contractible? Does the non-contractibility of
investments in firm-specific capital give rise to a substantial seniority premium in order to
provide workers with sufficient incentives for these investments so that these workers bear
substantial firm-specific risks, as is the case in the United States, or can the Danish outcome
of limited seniority premiums be reproduced in other countries?
8 Conclusion

9

This is especially the case if LIFO (last in, first out) rules prevent employers from selecting the people who are
laid off on the basis of their productivity levels.
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Risk is an unavoidable feature of modern economic life, and we have distinguished three
types of risk: individual-specific, firm-specific, and aggregate risk. In our Utopia, workers
would not bear any firm-specific risk, since this risk can be well diversified on capital
markets. Whereas globalisation has increased firm-specific risk by intensifying competition,
globalisation of capital markets has also greatly increased the scope for diversification of this
firm-specific risk. Diversification of this risk on the capital market is an efficient form of
social insurance. With shareholders bearing firm-specific risks, these shareholders are the
residual claimants on the full surplus of the firm; the ultimate goal of the firm is thus to
maximize shareholder value. The other stakeholders collect only their outside option and are
thus not exposed to firm-specific risks. The better diversification of firm-specific risks
reduces the costs of international competition and creative destruction that is associated with
innovation and productivity growth. The principle of maximization of shareholder value being
the ultimate goal of the firm is at odds with the Rhineland philosophy of a balanced treatment
of the interests of all stakeholders.
We have uncovered three paradoxes. First, workers’ relinquishing all claims on the
surplus of the firm does not conflict with the interests of workers as a whole. This is because
capturing part of the firm’s surplus raises the cost of capital for investment in new jobs. For
workers as a group, the adverse effect of less job creation on wages more than outweighs the
positive effect of capturing part of the firm’s profits. Workers thus face a commitment
problem. When entering the labour market as an outsider, they would like to promise that they
are giving up future claims on the firm’s surplus. After having secured their position as a
senior insider, however, their interest is to claim the surplus after all. The interests of insiders
thus diverge from the interests of outsiders. In open economies facing an elastic supply of
capital, the associated conflict between outsiders and insiders is more serious than the
traditional conflict between capital and labour.
The second paradox is that Anglo Saxon countries like the United States are not the
closest approximation of the Utopian world of complete diversification of firm-specific risk in
the capital market. A wealth of empirical evidence suggests that decentralized bargaining over
wages allows workers to capture a substantial part of the firm’s surplus. Of the three countries
discussed in this paper, Denmark seems to be much closer to Utopia than is the United States.
Some shared norms on what is proper compensation and some minimal forms of coordination
in wage bargaining help to sustain the Utopian outcome and seem to be more important than
corporate governance legislation. Since institutions such as coordination in wage bargaining
and norms play an important role in getting to Utopia, collective action has an important role
to play. By actively supporting the rights of outsiders and by denying insiders a share in the
firm’s surplus, a country can get close to Utopia, as Denmark shows. Politicians, however,
face the temptation to please voters and incumbent workers with short-run gains at the
expense of the surplus of future workers. Hence, while politics has an important role to play,
it can be a mixed blessing.
The third paradox is that, while globalisation of capital markets has greatly increased
the scope for diversification of firm-specific risk, it has also eroded the incentives for
politicians to play their role properly. Globalisation has reduced the political support for
protecting the claims of shareholders on the firm’s surplus, since the majority of shareholders
are foreigners. Hence, politicians may find it more difficult to convince voters that the claims
of shareholders should be protected. However, the increased mobility of capital may help in
this respect -- in that high wage claims may convince corporations at an earlier stage to move
their factories abroad. In this way, the short-run labour-demand elasticity may get closer to
the corresponding long-run elasticity. In any case, a more equal distribution of capital income
(through e.g. pension saving of the middle class) may help to legitimise wage restraint of
incumbent workers.
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Finally, the transition from where we are now to Utopia is fraught with difficulties.
Indeed, the problem is analogous to the transition from a pay-as-you-go to a funded pension
system: one generation will have to pay twice. While society reaps long-run gains in
efficiency, in the short run a generation of insiders will have to give up their rights without
benefiting from increased job creation and higher starting wages: being insiders, they already
have a job while having paid their dues in the past in terms of a low starting wage. Whereas
the claims of older workers on the surplus of a firm may thus have some legitimacy, younger
cohorts should be denied such moral claims. These problems require extreme political skill to
solve. In particular, they may require some grandfathering provisions or explicit transfers
from younger to older generations (e.g. by giving elderly workers temporary fiscal privileges).
In any case, policymakers should avoid any step that brings them further away from Utopia.
The way back is painful.
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